
How Research Informs Academic Work

Research in CommonGround allows us to               Research in CommonGround allows us to               
understand how the program has, through its impact 
on individual participants and facilitators, fostered 
the development of a campus community that         
respects the differences and similarities in social 
identities, values, and lived experiences of students.

This in turn, transfers into multiple areas of their life, This in turn, transfers into multiple areas of their life, 
including in the classroom.  The quote below   
demonstrates that impact on one of our                
CommonGround facilitators.  

“Through training and facilitation experiences 
with IGR through CommonGround, I have a more 
substantial understanding of how I present myself 
when I walk into a room and how that impacts 
classroom, social, professional, and personal      
settings. Additionally, I am able to look at my    
academics through a broader and more critical 
lens, from more viewpoints than just the one      lens, from more viewpoints than just the one      
frequently promoted in western education, and 
feel equipped to bring up such topics in class.”  
Heidi Vielhaber, CommonGround Faciliator

“I take a variety of courses that educate me on issues such as 
poverty, racism in America…and other social issues in our 
country that are very relevant to topics of social identities that 
are often discussed in CommonGround workshops. I incorpo-
rate this knowledge into my facilitation by using it as a way to 
frame questions or to challenge my participants to dig deeper 
into the thoughts and concepts that they have as they reflect 
on activities.” on activities.” 
Ashley Burnside, CommonGround Facilitator

CommonGround’s Mission and Function

CommonGround (CG), developed in 2007 in response 
to campus needs, provides one-time workshops on 
social justice concepts to UM undergraduate and 
graduate     students. 

CommonGround challenges students to think about CommonGround challenges students to think about 
topics on power, privilege and oppression in relation 
to social identities, creating a space for them to          
increase their intercultural maturity , on cognitive,   
interpersonal, and intrapersonal levels. 

 Through peer facilitation of social justice workshops,     Through peer facilitation of social justice workshops,    
facilitators build their internal voice and develop 
deeper understanding of their lives and the world.

In the past 7 years, CommonGround has trained 
about 150 facilitators, who have facilitated over 275 
workshops, for over 8500 participants.  

How Academic Work Comes Alive

Students are able to make theory-to- practice come alive Students are able to make theory-to- practice come alive 
by applying the knowledge gained from academic       
settings.  This knowledge around social constructs,       
inequality and social justice is applied into their        
workshop facilitation. Furthermore, the content they    
acquire in their areas of study are utilized to provide a 
foundation for experiential learning. By using peer        
facilitation methods, CommonGround’s dialogic           facilitation methods, CommonGround’s dialogic           
approach challenges assumptions of authority and       
duality in student participants. This challenges them to 
dissect their perspectives in order to understand where 
they’ve been, where they are, and where they want to go. 
Ashley talks about this in her quote below:

Campus Impact of CommonGround 
Workshop Program


